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Within these sacred pages you shall find the many secrets to 
the art of Alex Clark.

At first glance, many think that the art of Clark is simplistic 
in nature. Do not let its basic shapes fool you. Drawing these 
characters is even easier than you may guess. It's actually dumb 

stupid simple.

Over the next several pages of this ancient manuscript (or 
eBook depending on which version you purchased) we shall break 

down into 4 steps our tricks for drawing the most notable 
characters in the Alex Clark Cinematic Universe. 

But remember, with great power comes great responsibility. 
Once your tutorials are complete, you shall be one of 

the few that possess the power to create your own knock-off 
franchise. It is up to you, the sacred holder of our drawing 

secrets, to use your powers for good, and only draw 
Alex Clark characters for emotionally charged fanfics.

If you have made it this far I believe you are ready 
for the challenges that lie ahead. Very few have the tenacity 

and strength to read even this much text in one sitting 
and yet here you are; a legend in the making.

On the next page is your first challenge. While it may 
seem miniscule, it is the most important step. Do not skip it.

Draw on. May our legacy continue with you.

Dear Clarker,



CHALLENGE 1 
Before drawing, you must center your inner artist:

Eat some cake and take a 2 hour nap.
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ALEX
Draw basic shapes

Add face + detail

Draw hair and shoes

Erase lines + color!

3 hair swoops

legs ar
e trap

ezoids!

egg-shaped eyes

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?index=1&list=PLmh1WGagp73Jbndkw6nCz2JCm73jEp8gh&playnext=1
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LITTLE SISTER

Draw basic shapes

Erase + color!

Draw hair + sleeves

Draw face + add detail

bell-shaped bangs

draw
 a "

y" t
o 

make
 bra

id

WARNING: Completing the below may summon the devil herself!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?index=1&list=PLmh1WGagp73If751tbjdDhXUCqqshNh8p&playnext=1
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PAM
Draw basic shapes

Add face + detail Erase lines + color!

Add hair, shoes + sweater

body is 
rectangle

and trap
ezoid

cowl goes
behind neck

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7XSTtW5wbY
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BABYSITTER
Draw basic shapes Add in hair + shirt

Add face + detail Smooth lines + color!

trapezoid
 legs

crop top
swoops out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcgkRp2IUsc&list=PLmh1WGagp73Jx3podA1kzOvy-nSLATSiX&index=1
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MOM
Draw basic shapes

Add dress + face Smooth lines + color!

Draw hair + shoes

body is p
uffy

rectangle

wishbone-shaped

neckline

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBq9qgy7Q64
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DAD
Draw basic shapes

Add face + hair Smooth lines + color!

Add belly + shirt

M-shaped collar

scribbly mustach
e

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfQ3W0wjGh4&t=151s


TOPANGA
1 2

3 4

Draw basic shapes Add fluff, collar, + tail

Smooth lines + color!Add face + details

flame-shaped
tail

sausage m
outh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eee6gr6X_pU&t=92s


POO-PACA!
Draw basic shapes

Add face + detail Smooth lines + color!

Refine fluff + legs1 2

3 4

bean-shaped
mouth

legs bow out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3l8jhnGxwI




FIGURINE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Cut out all pieces.
2. Cut along dotted lines on head and braids .
3. Tape/glue together the sides and top of the head .
4. Insert hair  into slit(s)  on head, fold down  tab (s) , and  

tape to inside.
5. Finish assembling head.
6. Assemble body and arm pieces.
7. Attach arms to body.
8. Attach head to body.
9. PLAY! 
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RULEZ!

Little
sister


